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ÏHB LOSS Aim WASTE OP WAR III V/EALTII 
AND HUMA1Ï LIFE

The first thing one observes in any sweep of 
vision is the enormous loss and waste which war has 
ocaaslonaf; Ê'uTÔM 'Me^^terial wealth, and what 
is infinitely worse, even from ^puSroTy^onomic point of 
vievz, loss and waste of human life. It defies the imagina
tion to estimate, with any degree of accuracy, what all 
this loss means to the total production of the world} and 
yet there is not a fraction of it which is without its 
direct bearing upon the present problem of the high cost 
of living.

She
for alongside of the actual loss occasioned 

by war must be reckoned the normal production, wholly 
different in character, which would ptherwisa iiave gone 
on, steadily replenishing the v/orld's store of supplies. 
îT5t only lias most of the wealth created for war purposes 
been totally destroyed or wasted, but the producing 
energies of the different countries have been devoted so 
largely to the manufacture of the instruments of ddstruc- 
tion and providing the supplies of war* production for a

as been an
in large part

izrimarily to the ordinary needs of human society. Till 
this loss has been restored, as in time it vzill be, prices 
are not likely to find their former level, and time it 
will certainly take to make good such colossal waste and loss.

What is infinitely more serious, in its effect 
upon the cost of living tliroughout the world, than any 
loss of material wealth, is the loss of the millions of


